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1

Introduction

Detection and mapping of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) is becoming of increasing importance for genetic analysis. It has been shown that a dense set of SNP markers can be used to identify
disease susceptibility genes by association studies, and is believed that knowing the nature and location of SNPs will dramatically change genetic analysis. Several SNP detection algorithms have been
developed by diﬀerent groups, however there has been no benchmarking of these using sequence data
where experimentally conﬁrmed SNPs are present. Here we describe an evaluation of four SNP detection programs, three publicly available and one developed in-house, for accuracy in SNP detection.
The results of the evaluation are presented to demonstrate the relative performance of these programs
and their accuracy in SNP detection using in-house generated sequence data sets of genomic DNA.

2

Method and Results

Several SNP detection programs have been developed by various groups, and all are used to determine whether variations represent true polymorphisms or are due to base calling or sequencing errors.
Here we describe an evaluation of 4 SNP detection programs based on ability to identify all true
SNPs correctly whilst not calling false positives using in-house sequence data. Three of the programs
are publicly available, TraceDiﬀ [1], Polybayes [2] and Polyphred [3], and these were compared to
the current in-house method of SNP detection called SAPI (Semi Automatic Polymorphism Identiﬁcation). Each program was benchmarked using a number of sequence data sets produced in-house
where experimentally conﬁrmed SNPs had been identiﬁed using either Restriction Fragment Length
Polymorphism analysis, Taqman assays (PE Biosystems) and/or oligo-ligation assays.
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